LET’S HAVE ANOTHER CUP OF COFFEE
4/4 1...2...1234
-Irving Berlin

Intro: 3rd and 4th lines

Just a-round the corner there's a rainbow in the sky

So, let's have another cup o' coffee, and let's have an-other piece o' pie

Trouble's just a bubble, and the clouds will soon roll by

So, let's have another cup o' coffee, and let's have an-other piece o' pie

Let a smile be your umbrella, for it's just an April shower

Even John D. Rockefeller is looking for the silver lining

Mister Herbert Hoover says that now's the time to buy

So, let's have another cup o' coffee, and let's have an-other piece o' pie

Interlude:
Let’s Have Another Cup of Coffee

Let a smile be your umbrella, for it’s just an April shower

Even John D. Rockefeller is looking for the silver lining

Mister Herbert Hoover says that now’s the time to buy

So, let’s have another cup o’ coffee, and let’s have an-other piece o’ pie

Yes, let’s have another cup o’ coffee, and let’s have an-other piece o’ pie
LET’S HAVE ANOTHER CUP OF COFFEE
4/4 1…2…1234  -Irving Berlin

Intro: 3rd and 4th lines

A  AMA7    A7    D6    Dm6
Just a-round the corner there's a rainbow in the sky

E7  A    D    A    Dm6    A
So, let's have another cup o' coffee, and let's have another piece o' pie

A  AMA7    A7    D6    Dm6
Trouble's just a bubble, and the clouds will soon roll by

E7  A    D    A    E7    A
So, let's have another cup o' coffee, and let's have an-other piece o' pie

C#m    G#7
Let a smile be your umbrella, for it's just an April shower

C#m    B7    E7
Even John D. Rockefeller is looking for the silver lining

A  AMA7    A7    D6    Dm6
Mister Herbert Hoover says that now's the time to buy

E7  A    F#m    B7    E7    A
So, let's have another cup o' coffee, and let's have an-other piece o' pie

Interlude:  A  AMA7    A7    D6    Dm6    E7    A    D    A    E7    A

C#m    G#7
Let a smile be your umbrella, for it's just an April shower

C#m    B7    E7
Even John D. Rockefeller is looking for the silver lining

A  AMA7    A7    D6    Dm6
Mister Herbert Hoover says that now's the time to buy

E7  A    D    A    E7    A
So, let's have another cup o' coffee, and let's have an-other piece o' pie

E7  A    F#m    B7    E7    A    D    A
Yes, let's have another cup o' coffee, and let's have an-other piece o' pie